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ABSTRACT 
 
Grid Computing has emerged as an important new field focusing on resource sharing. One of the most 
challenging issues in Grid Computing is efficient scheduling of tasks. In this paper, we propose a new 
algorithm for fair scheduling, and we compare it to other scheduling schemes such as the First Come First 
Served and the Round Robin schemes for a computational grid. It aims at addressing the fairness issue by 
reducing the service time error..The algorithm assigns to each task enough computational power to 
complete it within its deadline. The resources that each user gets are proportional to the user’s weight or a 
share. The weight or share of a user may be defined as the user’s contribution to the infrastructure or the 
price he is willing to pay for services. Scheduling of tasks is based on an error called the Service time error 
which fairness among users. Fairness is defined as the proportional allocation of resources to tasks as per 
their demand. Simulated results and comparisons with the conventional scheduling schemes such as the 
FCFS and Round Robin are presented. 

Keywords: Computational Grid, Scheduling, Fairness, Proportional Allocation, Service Time Error, 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

“Grid” computing has emerged as an important 
new field, distinguished from conventional 
distributed computing by its focus on large-scale 
resource sharing, innovative applications, and, in 
some cases, high-performance orientation.[11],[12]. 
The constant growth of communications, in terms 
of quality and availability, is increasing the interest 
on grid computing paradigm [28], by which 
computing resources geographically distributed can 
be logically coupled together working as a 
computational unit. Various types of Grids have 
been developed to support these applications and 
are categorized as Computational Grids, Data Grids 
and Service Grids. Computational Grid (CG) 
represents a new computational framework whose 
efficient use requires schedulers that allocate user’s 
tasks to the grid resources in an acceptable amount 
of time.  

An efficient use of distributed resources is highly 
dependent on the resource allocation by grid 
schedulers, where user requirements and job 
characteristics must be also considered. Moreover, 
due to the changeability of a CG, machines and 
jobs to be scheduled may vary over time, and 
therefore, any grid scheduler must generate optimal 

schedules at a minimal amount of time in order to 
rapidly adapt itself to the changes of the grid. Major 
issues that can be easily handled in conventional 
computing environments become seriously 
challenging problems in grids mainly because a 
grid consists of multiple administrative domains 
[3]. Two very crucial issues among them are 
security and scheduling [8]. They have been 
investigated and researched over time.  

The demand for scheduling is to achieve high 
performance computing [5]. The motivation of this 
paper is to develop a good scheduling algorithm 
that can perform effectively and efficiently in terms 
of minimizing the error to achieve fairness and 
reduce the cost and time. This paper proposes a fair 
scheduling algorithm based on the service time 
error [16]. Fair Share is a widely used queueing 
algorithm for prioritorizing jobs on the basis of a 
“share” [27]. The first part explains the algorithm 
and secondly the simulation of the experiment with 
GridSim toolkit is presented. The simulator defines 
the workload of resources, the arrival time of 
independent jobs, length of each job and other 
parameters. Finally we compare the performance 
with FCFS and Round Robin.  
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2.    RELATED WORK 
  

 In  the past,  researchers  have  proposed  various 
scheduling algorithms in a grid environment which 
is a complex one. The heuristic algorithms 
proposed for job scheduling in [4], [27] and [9] rely 
on static environment and the expected value of 
execution times. H. Casanova et al. [7] and 
R.Baraglia et al. [2] proposed the heuristic 
algorithms to solve the scheduling problem based 
on the different static data, for example, the 
execution time and system load. Unfortunately, all 
information such as execution time and workload 
cannot be determined in advance of dynamic grid 
environments.  

Scheduling algorithms dealing with preemptable 
tasks have also been reported in the literature [20], 
[10], [23], [14]. Enterprise [22] shows the 
effectiveness of a bidding model for a decentralized 
scheduling framework. Genetic algorithm methods 
are presented in [26] and [18] for minimizing the 
total task completion time. The algorithms model 
the scheduling process as a genetic evolution and 
estimate at which Grid resource a task should be 
assigned for execution so that the completion time 
is minimized. A survey evaluation of scheduling 
algorithms is presented in [15]. Stochastic 
evaluation of fair scheduling algorithms is also 
presented in [13], where networking issues are 
discussed. Finally, evaluation of different 
scheduling mechanisms for Grid computing is also 
presented in [1], such as the First Come First 
Served (FCFS), the Largest Time First (LTF), the 
Largest Cost First (LCF), the Largest Job First 
(LJF), the Largest Machine First (LMF), 1the 
Smallest Machine First (SMF), and the Minimum 
Effective Execution Time (MEET). R. Buyya [6] 
have proposed an economic based scheduling 
technique that optimizes cost and time. A drawback 
of the previously mentioned approaches is that 
scheduling is performed without taking into 
account fair considerations. Doulamis et al in Fair 
Scheduling Algorithms in the Grids [24] have 
considered the fairness issue but it is a non-
preemptive algorithm.  

The main objective of this algorithm would be to 
improve the fairness and decrease the total 
completion time by minimizing the service time 
error. The tasks are assigned the processors 
according to the error value of each job.   

 

3.   GRID MODEL 
  
    The grid G in our study consists of a site in each 
of which a set of N computational hosts is 

participating in a grid. More formally, the hosts are 
represented as {N1, N2… Nr} .Let N = {N1, N2…, 
Nr} denote a set of all hosts in G and each host 
consists of a number of processors.  
3.1.  Problem Formulation  
 
   The problem of Job Scheduling on Computational 
Grids [8] basically consists of a dynamic set of T 
independent tasks to be scheduled on a dynamic set 
of N resources. An instance of the problem consists 
of:  
• A set of T independent tasks to be scheduled. 
Each job has associated with it a workload (in 
million of instructions). Every job must be entirely 
executed in a unique machine.  
• A set of M number of processors which has its 
corresponding computing capacity (in mips)  
A multiprocessor system of M processors and that 
the computation capacity of processor j is equal to 
cj units of capacity. The total computation capacity 
C of the Grid G is defined as  

                  
        The earliest time a task would be started on a 
processor j is defined as the maximum delay in 
making a decision to assign the task to a processor j 
and the time the task gets the processor exactly.  

4.    FAIR SCHEDULING BASED ON ERROR 
  
    The scheduling algorithms described in the 
previous section do not address the issue of 
fairness. A precise definition of fairness is essential 
before further discussion of fair scheduling of tasks. 
The classic notion [17] of fairness in the allocation 
of resource among multiple requesting entities with 
equal rights to the resource but unequal demands, is 
as follows.  
 

• The resource is allocated in order of 
increasing demand  

• No requesting task gets a share of the 
resource larger than its demand  

• Requesting tasks with unsatisfied demands 
get equal shares of the resources  
 

    Tasks with a higher demand are favored against 
the remaining tasks in the case of other existing 
algorithms which means that such tasks are given a 
higher priority than the others which leads to 
starvation that increases the completion time of 
tasks and no fairness is guaranteed. These issues are 
addressed in the algorithm that we propose which 
alllocate resources fairly to all tasks based on the 
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error [21]. The algorithm is oriented towards large 
scale computing in which multiple processes are 
taken into account.  
4.1.   Service Time Error Algorithm  
 
     Proportional share scheduling for a given set of 
tasks have associated weights[16] or shares, and a 
proportional share scheduler should allocate 
resources to each task in proportion to its respective 
weight. More specifically we assume that each task 
is assigned an integer share determined, for 
example by the user’s contribution to the grid 
infrastructure or by the price he is willing to pay for 
the services he receives. The process of scheduling 
is modeled in two steps as  
1) the scheduler orders the tasks in a queue  
2) the scheduler runs the first task in the queue for 
its time quantum, which is the maximum time 
interval the client is allowed to run before another 
scheduling decision is made.   
    As mentioned earlier the algorithm works 
towards perfect fairness defined as an ideal state in 
which each task has received service exactly 
proportional to its weight. This algorithm is based 
on an error that occurs during the service of the 
request. The probability that a request has been 
serviced for t units of time will terminate in the 
next dt units of time. In preemptive scheduling this 
applies every time a request is scheduled to run 
after an interruption.  
    We denote the proportional share of task A as 
SA, and the time interval would be the difference of 
time between its arrival t1 and the execution time 
t2. The amount of service received by task A during 
the time interval (t1, t2) is represented as WA (t1, 
t2). If an ideal system exists wherein all tasks could 
consume their resources allocation simultaneously, 
then the scheduler can maintain the perfect state at 
all intervals. However in a time multiplexing 
environment it is not possible to be proportionally 
fair at all intervals and also in the real world no 
algorithm maintains perfect fairness. The idea is to 
quantify how close an algorithm works towards 
perfect fairness.  
    A slight variation of equation 2 defines the 
service time error [16] for a task A ,EA (t1, t2) is 
the difference between the amount of service 
allocated to the task during an interval (t1, t2) and 
the amount of time that would have been allocated 
under an ideal scheme that maintains perfect 
fairness for all tasks over all intervals. 
Mathematically service time error is represented as  
      EA (t1,t2) = WA (t1,t2) – (t2-t1) SA/ΣSi       (2)  
    The computation of this error could be a positive 
value which indicates that a task has received more 
than its ideal share over an interval; a negative 

value indicates that a task have received less than 
what it deserves and a zero value indicates that it 
has received its ideal share. The main objective of 
the algorithm is to minimize the error and reduce 
the completion time of the tasks.  
    The input consists of T number of tasks 
submitted to Grid G consisting of N number of 
computation nodes and each node having M 
multiple processors.  
    A queue is created for each node and the tasks 
are placed in the queue for execution. Each task is 
assigned a weight depending on various factors 
depending on the infrastructure.The tasks are 
ordered in the decreasing order of their weights. 
Initially when the processors are free the first task 
in the queue is assigned to the processor for the first 
time quantum that is fixed by the grid 
infrastructure. The service time error is calculated 
for the current task in execution denoted by Ec, the 
task that is in the head of the queue which is 
denoted by Ef and also for the job that is the second 
task in the queue represented as En  
    To determine as to which job will be given the 
next time quantum depends on the error value if the 
error is positive then it has been given enough of 
resources so it is moved to the end of the queue. 
The error values of the first job and the second job 
in the queue are compared and the job that has a 
lower error value gets the resource for the next time 
quantum. This process repeats until there are no 
more jobs in the queue for that node.   
Input: A set of tasks T, a set N computation node     
with multiple processors  
Output: A schedule of T onto N  
1 Create a set Q of N queues  
2. qsize = |T| / |N|  
3 for each queue, qi in Q  
4.. Remove qsize tasks in T and enqueue them to qi  
5. While there are tasks in the queues do  
6.Assign weights to the tasks  
7. Arrange the tasks in decreasing order of their 
weights  
8. The first task in queue is executed initially for 
the required time quantum to the node that is 
available  
9. Calculate the service time error Ec for the current 
job  
10. If the Ec > 0 move the job to the end of the 
queue then calculate the error value of the first job 
in the queue Ef and the next job in the queue then  
11. If En >= Ef 6  
12. j = first job of the queue  
13. else  
14. j = next job in the queue  
15. end if /* jobs are assigned to the free nodes*/  
16. else  
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17. j= current job in the queue  
18. end if  
19. end while  
20. end for  
Fig.1Pseudocode for Service Time Error Algorithm  

4.2.  Objective Evaluation  
 
    The tasks arrival is modeled as an application of 
a queuing system [19]. Modelling each queue it can 
be shown that the average length of the queue  

         (3)  
The average waiting time is given by  

        (4)  
The Task Completion Time is given by  

        (5)  
Another criterion would be to minimize the error 
using root mean square  

 (6)  
subject to the contraints  
    Wn+1=f (t1n,t2n) 
   Sn+1=g (t1n,t2n) 
    t2n ≥ t1n 
       m 
    ∑Sn=a(const.) 
     n=1 

    m ≥ 2 
    t1n,t2n ≥ 0 
    As the primary function of a scheduler is to 
select a client to execute when the resource is 
available. A key benefit of this algorithm is that it 
can select a task to execute in O(1) time.  

5.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 
    The proposed algorithm is simulated using 
GridSim toolkit [25] which provides the 
implementation of a grid infrastructure as depicted 
in Fig 2. Section 5.1 gives a brief description about 
the scheduler architecture as adopted by the 
simulator. It allows the basic functionality to create 
common entities such as computation resources, 
users, processing elements of varying capacity.  

 

5.1.   Scheduler Architecture  
 
        Fig 2 depicts an architecture adopted in the 
GridSim [25] infrastructure. When the simulator 
starts, Grid Resource Entities sends an event to GIS 
entities for registration. Hence, GIS entities return a 
list of registered resources and their details to 
Metascheduler. Therefore, Grid Client Entities 
submit the jobs and its details such as arrival time, 
releasing time, length of job and the request of 
resources configuration, properties, etc, to Meta-
scheduler. The Meta-scheduler responds with 
dynamic information such as resources workload, 
available resources, capability, and the other 
properties. With each computation node is 
associated a local queue where the jobs are placed 
for execution.  

5.2.   Simulated Results  
 
        In this section, the proposed scheduling 
scheme is simulated against 1) a large set of tasks 
2) a large and varying number of processors. Table 
1 and Table 2 shows the Grid Resource 
Infrastructure and different workloads respectively. 
The simulations were performed with the above 
mentioned infrastructure and the workload. The 
same set of data is tested for FCFS, Round Robin 
and rhe proposed Service Time Error algorithm. Fig 
2 The performance is compared in terms of the 
average cost, Task completion time, Error values 
and the results are shown in Table 3. Fig 2 and Fig 
3 depict the results in terms of task completion time 
and the error values. 
 
Table 1 The Grid Resources Attributes 
 

Parameters Values Notations 
Total Number 
of Resources  

10-20  Machines  

Speed  200-400 Million Instructions   
per Second  

Number of 
Processors  

5-6  Processing Elements 

  
Table 2 Workload Attributes 
 

Parameters Values Notations 
Total number of 
jobs  

100 – 
2000  

 

Length of a job  1,000 – 
5,000  

Million  
Instructions (MI)  

Number of 
processors 
Required  

5-6  Million Instruction 
Per second(MIPS)  
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Table 3 
 

Comparison of performance in terms of Average Cost, Task Completion Time, Maximum and Minimum 
Error Value for FCFS, Round Robin and the Service Time Error. 

 
Number of Tasks 100 
   

Parameters Average Cost Completion Time Min Error Max Error 
FCFS  236232.0  9321  -1.20000  0.899999  
Round Robin  210345.2  8102  -0.79999  0.83333  
Error Based  210345.2  6766  -0.5  0.5  

   

Number of Tasks 1000 
 

Parameters Average Cost Completion Time Min Error Max Error 
FCFS  420452.9  8251.93  -5.46000  6.941818  
Round Robin  355897.6  6169.05  -4.56765  5.636500  
Error Based  311192.8  5509.62  -3.27989  3.970909  
 
In all experiments the arrival model described in 
Section 4.2 is adopted. For a minimal set of tasks 
all the algorithms efficiently schedule the tasks but 
as the number of tasks increase Service Time Error 
algorithm yields the best performance and Round 
Robin the next highest. On the contrary FCFS 
shows the worst performance.  

6.    CONCLUSIONS 
  
       In this paper we have proposed a scheduling 
algorithm for the Grid environment that could be 
used to implement scheduling in a fair way. This 
algorithm has proved to outperform the results in 
terms of Cost, completion time and the error. In 
particular, the algorithm allocates the tasks to the 
available processors so that no requesting task gets 
a share of the resource larger than its demand and 
requesting tasks with unsatisfied demands get equal 
shares of the resources. It also guarantees that all 
tasks are considered for execution. This algorithm 
can be integrated in the existing Grid computing 
systems to improve the task allocation performance.  
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9.   FIGURES 

  
Fig 2: The Scheduler Architecture Adopted From The Gridsim Infrastructure 

 
 

  
Fig 3: Comparison Based On Error Values 

 
 
 

 
Fig 4 : Comparison Based On The Task Completion Time 


